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ABSTRACT: We begin with a brief historical review of the development of our understanding of the
normal ordering of nd orbitals of a transition metal interacting with ligands, the most common cases
being three below two in an octahedral environment, two below three in tetrahedral coordination,
and four below one in a square-planar environment. From the molecular orbital construction of these
ligand field splittings evolves a strategy for inverting the normal order: the obvious way to achieve this
is to raise the ligand levels above the metal d’s; that is, make the ligands better Lewis bases. However,
things are not so simple, for such metal/ligand level placement may lead to redox processes. For 18-
electron octahedral complexes one can create the inverted situation, but it manifests itself in the
makeup of valence orbitals (are they mainly on metal or ligands?) rather than energy. One can also
see the effect, in small ways, in tetrahedral Zn(II) complexes. We construct several examples of
inverted ligand field systems with a hypothetical but not unrealistic AlCH3 ligand and sketch the
consequences of inversion on reactivity. Special attention is paid to the square-planar case,
exemplified by [Cu(CF3)4]

−, in which Snyder had the foresight to see a case of an inverted field, with
the empty valence orbital being primarily ligand centered, the dx2‑y2 orbital heavily occupied, in what
would normally be called a Cu(III) complex. For [Cu(CF3)4]

− we provide theoretical evidence from electron distributions,
geometry of the ligands, thermochemistry of molecule formation, and the energetics of abstraction of a CF3 ligand by a base, all
consistent with oxidation of the ligands in this molecule. In [Cu(CF3)4]

−, and perhaps more complexes on the right side of the
transition series than one has imagined, some ligands are σ-noninnocent. Exploration of inverted ligand fields helps us see the
continuous, borderless transition from transition metal to main group bonding. We also give voice to a friendly disagreement on
oxidation states in these remarkable molecules.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. History of Crystal and Ligand Field Theory

That the 3d electrons of a transition metal split in an octahedral
ligand field, with a triply degenerate level (now labeled by its
Oh irreducible representation as t2g) coming below a doubly
degenerate eg level, this was made crystal clear in Hans Bethe’s
remarkable 1929 paper.1 A few years later it was reasoned out
that in a tetrahedral environment the opposite splitting, e below
t2, occurs.

2 In time, the crystal field approach, basically a sound
quantum mechanical, group-theory-informed analysis of the
repulsion of the metal atom/ion electrons for electrons borne
by what we would now call ligands, was extended by a variety of
quantum mechanical approaches: ligand-field theory, the
angular overlap model, and simple molecular orbital (MO)
theory.3−8

Today, the student of inorganic chemistry is likely to come to
the classic t2g below eg splitting of the d levels through a
molecular orbital interaction diagram, such as that shown in
Figure. 1.9 We note parenthetically that Clark Landis and Frank
Weinhold have argued that np orbitals are unimportant in
transition metal chemistry,10 but this claim has been
contested.11−13

It is not easy to trace back in the literature the first use of
such a diagram. The essential part of it is in the equally classic
1935 paper of John Van Vleck (Figure 2), who for the first time
used the contemporary group-theoretical notation but in the
diagram shown retains Bethe’s labels for ε (t2g) and γ (eg)
levels.14 With the development of the ferrocene bonding story,
the renaissance of crystal field theory in the hands of chemists
in the 1950s, the pedagogically effective and influential text of
Orgel,15 and the timely review by Moffitt and Ballhausen,16

orbital interaction diagrams (like that of Figure 1) became part
of every inorganic chemistry course around the world.
There is an implicit assumption in Figure 1, which needs to

be spelled out, for it is essential to what will follow: the ligand
(Lewis base) orbitals are placed in the interaction diagram in
energy below the metal d functions. The consequence is,
simplistically, that the eg set that is pushed up in energy is
mainly metal and that the eg set that goes down is mainly ligand
in character. The assumed ligand and metal orbital ordering in
energy is a natural one; the ionization potentials of transition
metal d orbitals are generally substantially smaller than those of
typical Lewis base ligands, be they amines, phosphine, CO, or
an ethylene.
Note that the above considerations address only the σ

bonding in these molecules; the effects of π-bonding have been
long recognized; they can shift the energy of the t2g levels up
and down in an understandable manner.
1.2. What Will Be Done in this Paper

So far, we have reviewed the known, what is taught in our
courses (perhaps they lack a bit the history). This forms the
background for what we will do in this contribution: We will
probe our current understanding of bonding in transition metal

complexes by turning the received wisdom, oh so useful, on its
head: is it conceivable to invert classical ligand field splitting
patterns? We will review what is in the literature on the subject,
for we did not come to this seemingly outlandish proposition
ab initio. Finally, we will review a foresightful analysis 20 years
ago, of an unusual anion, [Cu(CF3)4]

−, by James Snyder. His

Figure 1. Orbital interaction diagram for a transition metal ion
interacting with 6 Lewis base ligands. Reproduced with permission
from ref 9. Copyright 2013 John Wiley and Sons. The electron count
shown is for a d0 complex; the more common 18-electron octahedral
complexes, such as Cr(CO)6, will have 6 electrons in the t2g. This
diagram does not yet take into account the π-bonding capabilities of
the ligands.

Figure 2. First (perhaps) orbital interaction diagram in a molecular
orbital discussion of an octahedral complex. Reproduced with
permission from ref 14. Copyright 2013 American Institute of Physics.
Note that for Van Vleck (as for most physicists at the time) cubic did
not mean 8 ligands at the corners of a cube surrounding the metal, but
implied an octahedral environment of the metal ion, one of the cubic
point groups.
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suggestion for the bonding in this putative Cu(III) complex,
recently experimentally verified, is critical in establishing the
existence of ligand field inversion and, eventually, leads us to a
unifying perspective that does not dichotomize transition metal
and main group compounds (and the bonding in them) but
sees them as ends of a continuum.
1.3. Strategy for Inverting Ligand Fields

The three most common ligand environments of a metal ion/
atom in coordination, organometallic, and solid state inorganic
chemistry are the octahedral one (whose history was worth
tracing above), and, additionally, tetrahedral and square-planar
coordination. The typical crystal field−ligand-field−molecular
orbital splittings in these coordination environments are shown
in Figure 3, three below two for the octahedron, two below

three for the tetrahedron (and cube), and four below one for
square-planar coordination. From this point on we will refer to
these splittings as “normal ligand-field” splittings, fully aware of
the distinction between the crystal field, ligand-field and
molecular orbital ways of deriving them. Cirera and Alvarez
have summarized the ligand field splittings for other
coordination numbers and geometries.17

Can we invert these three situations, i.e., put two below three
in the octahedron, three below two in the tetrahedron, and one
below four in the square? That is the subject of this paper.
The obvious solution, suggested by our pointing to the

ordering of levels implicit in the “normal” construction, is to
look at ligands whose Lewis base donor orbitals are not below
the metal nd levels but above them or to vary the metal to
accomplish a similar aim. As we will see, things are hardly so
simple.
However, first a little history.

1.4. How Three Groups Came to the Problem

The three groups joining in this contribution found pointers to
the underlying question in a variety of ways.

The Hoffmann group, engaged in (too) many calculations of
molecular complexes and solid state compounds, came along
the way upon three unusual computational outcomes:
1. One was in a study of phases that use a simple hexagonal

net as a building block, exemplified by the CaCuSi or ZrGeSn
structure, Figure 4, top left. In a calculation on a PtSi2− sheet as
a model for these compounds, it was noted that the highest
energy bands were primarily Si based not on the metal.18

2. In a second, very different study of the adsorption of CO
on PtBi and PtBi2 surfaces, it was noticed in bulk PtBi2, which
featured a Pt ion, formally Pt4+, approximately octahedrally
coordinated by Bi2

4− pairs (see Figure 4 bottom left), a rather
small ligand-field splitting and primarily Bi-based high-lying
bands. A calculation of a molecular Pt(BiH3)6

4+ model gave a
splitting of metal d levels where, among the primarily Pt-based
levels, the t2g was higher in energy than the eg.

19 The “inverse
ligand field” was traced to a position of ligand levels (Bi based)
above the metal d orbitals.
3. The third case was brought to us by Wojciech Grochala.

Ag(II) and Ag (III) are among the most oxidizing oxidation
states known; they even oxidize, or come close to doing so, the
fluoride ion to F, i.e., F2. Ag(II) complexes cannot be handled
in solution because they oxidize water. Figure 4, right, shows
the structure of one of the few known well-characterized
Ag(III) salts, KAgF4. In calculations on this salt, as well as other
Ag(II) and Ag(III) compounds, we found that the Ag d orbitals
were actually below the (very low-lying) fluoride ligand
orbitals.20 Grochala, who was the driving force in the above
work, has independently continued to seek out examples of
inverted ligand-field splittings.21,22 Also, using Ag and F core
and valence spectroscopies, Grochala and co-workers have
shown that in KAgF4 the Ag 4d orbitals are below the fluoride
levels. To use their words, that in the putative Ag[III] complex
“one sees the intrinsic property of holes being introduced in
F(2p) band”.23 We will see the like in the electronic structure of
[Cu(CF3)4]

−.
The Mealli group early on developed a program, CACAO,24

which afforded visual MO analyses based on perturbation
theory principles.25 When applied to inorganic molecules, the
common idea of L → M dative bonding generally fit what was
observed, but occasionally the gap between metal and ligand
orbitals was small; the orbital energy order even reversed. This
result occurred with a quite electronegative metal (e.g., Ni or
Cu) bound to an electropositive ligand atom such as B, Si, or
Sn. In this case, a higher fraction of the bonding electrons could
be attributed to the metal, suggesting an inverted M→ L dative
bond or σ-backdonation.26 To be specific:
4. The first case noticed was the Ni−Sn linkage in the

trigonal bipyramidal (TBP) complex [(np3)Ni(SnR3)]
+, where

np3 is the tetradentate tripod N(CH2CH2PPh2)3.
27 Support for

the idea was provided by the chemistry of the immediate
precursor (np3)Ni, which exists independently, and may add
the SnR3

+ cation without changing the zero oxidation state of
the metal. In fact, the electronegativity of the metal is such that
the z2 axial lone pair does not substantially transfer electrons to
form a stannyl anion and the corresponding Ni(II). The system
is best described as an SnR3

+ adduct. Others later pointed out a
similar picture, for comparable cases.28

5. The inverted ligand field concept applies even better for a
metal simultaneously bound to two or more electropositive
atoms (e.g., several cases of a Pd center bonded with up to six
silyl groups are known). Due to the proximity of the ligands to
each other, especially for higher coordination numbers,

Figure 3. Three most common ligand-field splittings.
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antibonding ligand σ hybrid combinations may rise in energy
substantially above metal orbitals. So the donor−acceptor
relationship in a complex may be influenced by geometry as
well.
The effect of the geometry clearly emerged from an early

qualitative analysis29 of pseudo-octahedral Co(III) complexes
as models of vitamin B12.

30 In nature, this vital system consists
of a tetradentate and equatorial corrin ring associated with
coaxial Co-CR3 and Co−Nimidazole linkages. Several biomimetic
models were derived, starting from a square planar Co(I)
complex to which an alkyl halide and a nitrogen base were
added. As for the SnR3

+ adduct, the filled z2 orbital of the metal
is potentially available for an inner sphere redox process. The
collinear N base was noticed to play an important role; until the
base is separated or weakly bound to the metal, z2 is scarcely
affected. On shortening the Co−N distance, z2 is pushed higher
in energy; the reduced gap with the CR3

+ σ hybrid can
eventually favor the inner transfer of two electrons from the
Co(I) ion to carbon. For an intermediate Co−N distance of
about 2.4 Å, it was observed that the Co−C σ and σ* levels are
only slightly separated and a triplet is accessible. A
fragmentation to a five-coordinated Co(II) fragment and a
methyl radical then becomes possible,29 consistent with the
radical reactivity in the biological substrate.31

6. Another example of what could be called essential σ-
backdonation was noticed by Mealli in calculations on dimers
of formula Cp′(Ru)(μ-H)4RuCp′32 with four putative hydride
bridges and formal Ru(III) ions. An early theoretical analysis
attributed the short Ru−Ru distance of ∼2.46 Å to four
combined 2e−/3c bonds.33 However, a combination of out-of-
phase H s orbitals (b1g) is already much destabilized in energy
and this MO can uniquely interact with a lower in-phase
combination of dδ orbitals (see Figure 5).
In this system, it makes more sense to consider one bridging

H as positive. The metal oxidation state then has two Ru(II)
rather than Ru(III) ions. The viewpoint is consistent with the
full population of the “t2g”-like levels, as one sees in any
calculation.34

The Alvarez group came to inverted ligand field consid-
erations through the following problems:
7. The band structure of MoNiP8 calculated by them35 was

inconsistent with a classical electron counting scheme, in which
the charge of P8

6− groups would require the metal oxidation
states Mo4+ and Ni2+. Instead, the eg-type orbitals of the
octahedrally coordinated nickel atom were found to be the
major components of an occupied band below the t2g one, in a
clear inverted ligand field splitting. Consistently, the bands
around the Fermi level, including Ni−P antibonding orbitals,
were mainly phosphorus in character.
8. Another study, by Alvarez and co-workers, of a solid state

phosphide, CoP3, a paradigmatic example of the wide family of
skutterudites,36,37 revealed also the eg band of the octahedral
cobalt atoms at lower energy than the t2g one (Figure 6).
The skutterudite CoP3 structure can be considered as derived

from the more symmetric ReO3 one, by approaching the
phosphide ions of a hypothetical CoIX(P3−)3 compound with
the rhenium trioxide structure, in such a way that they form
P4

4− rings and reduce the metal atoms to their CoIII oxidation
state. Such a process is schematically represented at the orbital
level in Figure 6, where the final step consists of the interaction
of the high lying π nonbonding and π* orbitals of the P4 ring
with the metal d-eg orbitals pushing them below the t2g set and
resulting in a formal d10 electron configuration for Co. The
outcome of the inverted ligand field is that the electrical
conductivity in skutterudites seems to be associated with the
chains of phosphorus rings rather than the metal atoms.

Figure 4. (left, top) Segment of the CaCuSi structure; (left, bottom) one view of the bulk PtBi2 structure; note Bi2 pairs and approximately
octahedral coordination of the Pt ions; (right) crystal structure of KAgF4; a view showing the layers of isolated square [AgF4]

− ions (right, top); Ag:
black spheres, K: white spheres, F: gray spheres; a view showing the relative orientation of the square [AgF4]

− ions (right, bottom).

Figure 5. Molecular orbital interaction diagram showing the high
energy b1g H combination interacting with an occupied cyclo-
pentadienyl orbital.
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The conversion of ReO3 itself to a skutterudite structure was
shown to be unfavorable because the O−O antibonding levels
fall below the metal ones, due to the higher O electronegativity.
Thus, in the case of CoP3, both the low electronegativity of
phosphorus and the formation of P−P bonds, akin to reductive
elimination reactions in organometallic chemistry, seem to
favor the inverted ligand field. In contrast to organometallic
reductive elimination, though, here the P−P bonds formed
remain attached to the metal atoms and do not dissociate due
to the existence of further bonding capability at these atoms.
As one can see, there were many ways in to the question. In a

published trialogue, the three groups debated the possible
bonding between the two S capping atoms of a Cu3 compound.
Possible inversion of the ligand field also figured there.38

Inversions of normal ligand fields have also come up in the
work of others. For instance, the Peters group has made a series
of interesting low-spin, axially distorted pseudotetrahedral
Co(II) and Fe(II) complexes for which a three below two
level splitting was established.39−41

1.5. The Snyder Imbroglio

In 1995 James Snyder published a fascinating theoretical
paper42 on the [Cu(CF3)4]

− anion, made in several salts by
Naumann et al.43 A new synthesis from the Grushin group has
made this species quite accessible.44

Snyder noted a one below four splitting of primarily metal
levels in his calculations; that is, the empty level was primarily a
ligand-based combination, with just a little metal dx2‑y2 character
(see Figure. 7). He proposed that the formal Cu(III) complex
was really Cu(I), with oxidation of the perfluoromethyl ligand
set.
Snyder’s views were roundly criticized in a subsequent

comment by Kaupp and von Schnering,45 to which Snyder
responded.46 One had to wait for the analysis of Aulloń and
Alvarez to begin to understand what was really going on in this
fascinating system.47 In recent work from the group of
Lancaster,48 there is new experimental information about this
molecule, supporting Snyder’s position. We will return to its
theoretical analysis below, sorting out, as best as we can the
complexities of oxidation state assignment in this molecule and
others like it.
We note that ligand field inversion has been proven

spectroscopically and discussed, tracing it to the position of
the levels of the ligands relative to the metal, as we do, in
another case of a square-planar, seemingly Cu(III) complex,
one that turns out to be Cu(II).49 These are the L2[Cu2(S2)n]

2+

complexes of York, Brown, and Tolman.50

We proceed to describe several attempts to create computa-
tionally an inverse ligand field, i.e., to realize the inverse of the

level situation shown in Figure 3. As we hinted, things are not
going to be as simple as some of us had thought.

2. COMPUTATIONAL PROBING OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF INVERTING LIGAND FIELDS

2.1. Using the Strength (=Weakness) of Extended Hückel
Calculations to Get Oriented

We thought it is instructive to do a calculation on an octahedral
18-electron ML6 and tune the donor ability of the ligands.
Octahedral [MH6]

q‑ anions are known in extended struc-
tures,51−59 and there are calculations of these, for instance for
Y2CrH6.

60 However, normal quantum chemistry calculations
are probably not the way to approach the tuning we wish to
effect. A calculation on isolated [CrH6]

6−, unlikely to converge
in a normal density functional theory (DFT) calculation, is no
problem for the extended Hückel (eH) procedure,61 for in
applying it one does not (usually) make its parameters depend
on charge. A weakness, to be sure, for the energy levels of real
molecules respond dramatically to charge on the molecule, but
also a strength of eH, for it allows one to study trends that are
not easily approached by the better calculations.
To see the effect of the energy of the ligand orbitals on the

ligand-field splitting, we simply tuned the Hii, the diagonal
matrix element or Coulomb integral of the hydride ligands (see
SI) in extended Hückel calculations performed with the
CACAO program of Mealli, Proserpio, and Ienco.24 Com-
parative interaction diagrams are shown in the upper part of
Table 1. The six Oh symmetry combinations of hydrogens (a1g,
eg and t1u) at both the left and right sides are for different Hii
values of −13.6 and −8.6 eV, respectively.62 The slight splitting
of the hydride ligands is due to the small overlap with each
other. For the realistic −13.6 eV H orbital energy, all the H
combinations lie below the metal orbital, consistent with the
medium donor character of the ligand. For a more negative Hii
value, they would lie still lower, their donor power weakened.
The filled t2g metal level remains at the assumed Cr value of

−11.2 eV, unperturbed and pure metal for the lack of π−

Figure 6. Interaction of the occupied p band of the sublattice of P4
4−

rings with the Co d block bands in CoP3.

Figure 7. Snyder’s interaction diagram for[Cu(CF3)4]
−. Reproduced

with permission from ref 42. Copyright 1995 Wiley-VCH Verlag
GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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bonding capabilities at the H ligands. In each case, there is a
filled eg level, and an unfilled one, both with dx2‑y2 and dz2 metal
participation. The character of the resulting eg MOs is strictly
dependent on the energy of the ligand orbitals. Thus, on
changing the H potential from −13.6 to −8.6 eV, the
antibonding eg* level clearly inverts its composition (see
Table 1). From 55% metal character for Hii = −13.6 eV, it
becomes 78% ligand at −8.6 eV. Exactly the opposite happens
for the bonding eg counterpart, which loses its typical L → M
dative character, to become 78% metal centered.
It becomes obvious that the initial strategy of creating an

“inverted” ligand field was not well thought through. One can,
of course, make the ligands better donors, higher in the energy
of their Lewis base orbitals than the metal nd. This is modeled
theoretically by Hii tuning, and in reality may be achieved by
anionic charge on the ligands or by moving down group 14, 15,
and 16 (more of this in time) or over to group 13. No matter
what one does, there are (neglecting π bonding) two sets of eg
orbitals, and only one is filled. What changes with ligand donor
capability is the composition of the two eg orbital sets; if the
donors are “normal” or relatively poor, the occupied eg orbitals
are more localized on the ligands, and if the donors are
supergood, the occupied eg set is more on the metals.
To put it another way, the movement of the donor orbitals to

higher energy achieves an inverse ligand field, in that in the
primarily metal orbitals eg comes below t2g. However,
identifying that this is so is not going to be easy.
2.2. Telling the Composition of Orbitals

The techniques for identifying the composition of orbitals (are
they mainly on the metal or on the ligands?) are not many. One
general group of techniques are X-ray, or core spectroscopies,
where transitions involve electronic excitation from or
demotion to core orbitals. Excitation and emission energies
are widely separated between elements; consequently, these
methods allow one to to explore individual transition metal
centers in any milieu.

Typically, K-edge (1s → valence/continuum) X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has been used to elucidate
the “physical” oxidation states of transition metals, although
competing effects on “rising edge” positions can confound
assignments. However, the usual dipole selection rules can be
leveraged through core spectroscopies, in which an electron is
excited from a core level, and one observes transitions to fill the
resultant hole. Since the initial excitation is very atom-specific,
the selection rules in principle will give greater intensity to
compensating cascades according to the contribution of the
excited atom to the levels.
Given the usual dipole selection rules, a combination of K

and L (2s/2p → valence/continuum) edge measurements can
provide detailed experimental information on the composition
of molecular orbitals.63 Resonant inelastic X-ray scattering
(RIXS) and XAS have, for instance, been applied in this way to
the study of bonding in Fe(CO)5.

64 Ligand field inversion was
demonstrated by such techniques (combining Cu K- and L-
edge with S K-edge XAS), as we have mentioned, for what
might have been thought as a square-planar Cu(III) complex,
but in fact emerges as Cu(II).49 We will have occasion to cite
an exemplary study applying just such techniques, in the
context of precisely the [Cu(CF3)4]

− ion, from the Lancaster
group.48

Information might also be obtained from electronic spectra.
The excitation of transition metal complexes can be classified as
d-to-d, metal to metal, generally weak as they are dipole-
forbidden, and metal to ligand or ligand to metal excitations, of
a charge transfer nature, are potentially strong. Different orbital
compositions (for instance eg and eg* in the octahedral case
discussed) may affect substantially the intensity of such
transitions.

2.3. If There Is an Inverted Ligand Field, Is the Metal
Perforce Reduced?

Oxidation states are a convenient fiction, yet immensely useful
in chemistry.65−68 Quantum mechanics is not going to be of
much help in defining these; just the fact that there are
Mulliken, Wiberg, Bader, and Mayer charges in the literature
tells you that any partition of electrons in a molecule among
atoms may be uniquely defined but ultimately will be arbitrary.
Experimental “measurements” of charges are also best taken
with a large grain of salt; theoretical manipulation of the
observables is always involved. It is still possible, as Aulloń and
Alvarez showed,47 to find a chemically sound way of
differentiating oxidation states in calculations.
The reason for our minor tirade on oxidation states is that

the quest for an inverted ligand field inevitably gets involved
with questions of oxidation and reduction. As follows:
1. You will notice that in Figure 1, the “normal” case, the 12

electrons of the six Lewis base ligands move to lower energy
upon interaction, and the six valence electrons of the metal (if it
were Cr, Mo, and W) would enter the t2g orbital, resulting in a
low-spin 18-electron complex. However, what if the ligand
levels were above in energy, sometimes way above, the metal
levels, which is where they would be for a supergood donor?
Would not one then have a better starting point for thinking
about electron flow and bonding in such cases by first
transferring some electrons to the metal, i.e., reducing it?
This perspective informed Snyder’s reasoning in the [Cu-
(CF3)4]

− case.
So, could it be that it is better to speak of oxidation/

reduction of ligands/metals than of an inverse ligand field? We

Table 1. Comparative eH Interaction Diagrams for the
Formation of Oh [CrH6]

6− with different Hii Values (in eV)
for the H Ligands
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will return to this question, and provide some chemical
consequences.
2. To quote Ecclesiastes 1:9, there is nothing new under the

sun. Fe(CO)4H2 is a known molecule, whose experimental
structure69,70 is presented in Figure 8.71 Is it a distorted (for

steric reasons) d6 octahedral complex of Fe(II)? Or is it a
diprotonated d10 [Fe(CO)4]

2−, basically tetrahedral, but
deformed, perhaps for steric reasons, following face-proto-
nation (where there are maxima of electron density) of the
expected tetrahedral dianion? The FeC4 group in Fe(CO)4H2
is, in terms of continuous shape measures,72,73 65% along the
minimal distortion pathway from a tetrahedron to a cis-divacant
octahedron.
Both viewpoints have validity and connect up to much other

chemistry, of octahedral d6 six-coordinated complexes and of
tetrahedral four-coordinated d10 ones. We can also think of this
molecule as being a case of an inverted ligand field.
The inherent ambiguity in assigning oxidation states in

organometallic chemistry surfaced early on, as a reviewer
reminded us, in the considerations of the bonding in olefin
complexes: are they such or metallacyclopropanes?74−76 The
reader is also directed to a thoughtful discussion of donor and
acceptor perspectives in inorganic chemistry by Mingos.77,78

We also mention here an interesting resent paper by Goesten
and co-workers, on six-coordinated group 13 complexes.79

They argue convincingly that the bonding in these should be
seen as electron-rich hypervalent. One can also see the
remnants of an inverted ligand field in their orbitals. As we
move from left to right in the periodic table, the d orbitals go
deeper, become core-like in late transition metals and the Zn
group, and core in the p-block, leading to hypervalency. There
is a continuous path from normal ligand field to inverted ligand
field to hypervalence.
2.4. Can It Happen in a Tetrahedron?

To return to efforts to create or observe an inverted ligand field,
we thought we might reduce the ambiguities of octahedral
coordination, where the ligand-field destabilized orbital was
unfilled, by moving to a tetrahedral d10 complex. The classical
(normal) molecular orbital diagram is shown in Figure 9.
Our initial idea was to probe the tuning of donor capability

with [Ni(EH3)4], E = N, P, As, Sb, and Bi, so as to avoid
complications with ligand π-bonding as one might have in the
carbonyls. We also wished to move beyond extended Hückel
calculations.
Well, “The best-laid schemes o' mice an' men gang aft

agley.”80 Our struggles to find a model system have been
relegated to the Supporting Information (SI) of this paper.

Briefly, we had forgotten the potential instability of many d10

ML4 complexes
81,82 and that the decomposition to a stable d10

ML2 and free ligands looms as an energetic alternative.
83,84 This

is what calculations indicate for all ammine complexes. If we
now move away from E = N, all M(EH3)4 Td structures for M =
Ni, Pd, and Pt and E = P, As, Sb, and Bi are found to be local
minima. Unfortunately, we still cannot tune the donor
capability of EH3 simply based on the electronegativity of E.
For instance, BiH3 is found to be a worse donor than PH3. The
energy of the BiH3 lone pair is below that of PH3, and its
overlap with a model acceptor (taken as BH3), smaller, as gaged
by the size of the Fock matrix element between donor and
acceptor orbitals. The reason for both phenomena is the much
greater ns (vs np) character in the BiH3 lone pair, a
manifestation of the inert electron pair effect of the Bi 6s
orbital.85

An alternative is to tune the acceptor capability of the metal,
i.e., compare M(EH3)4 given the same E while varying M. We
tried this with Ni and Pt, but the realities of the orbital energy
ordering did not lead to a clear result. In desperation, we turned
to a post-transition metal system, Zn in oxidation state II.
Calculations were carried out on [Zn(PH3)4]

2+ and also on
the tetrahalides, [ZnX4]

2−, X = F, Cl, Br, and I. The theoretical
methodology is described in the SI; briefly the three groups in
this work tried consistently to use B3LYP with the SDD
pseudopotential and basis set for Cu, Zn, and I and TZVP basis
set for the other atomic species. However, in this part, the M06
functional, with an aug-cc-pVTZ (acct) basis set, was used.86−89

The results are shown in Table 2.We note that the seemingly
simpler [Zn(NH3)4]

2+ presents anomalous orbital mixing

Figure 8. Structure of Fe(CO)4H2 as determined from gas phase
diffraction (ref 69).

Figure 9. (left) Molecular orbital construction of the valence orbitals
of a tetrahedral complex; (right) Ni(CO)4.

Table 2. Energies and Percentage Occupations on Zn and F
of the Highest Lying Occupied Orbitals of the Relevant
Symmetry shown in Figure for ZnF4

2− and also the
Corresponding Orbitals for [Zn(PH3)4](BF4)2

[ZnF4]
2− [Zn(PH3)4](BF4)2

orbital energy/eV Zn% F% energy/eV Zn% L%a

t2 0.87 16 84 −11.03−11.12b 8 92
a1 −1.70 19 81 −14.13 46 54
e −2.86 92 8 −17.73 99 1
t2 −3.14 82 18 −17.79 96 4

a“L” here stands for ligands, including PH3 and BF4.
bOur hypothetical

[Zn(PH3)4](BF4)2 structure is of D2d symmetry and the t2 irreducible
representation of Td correlates to b2 and e. The degeneracy is
correspondingly split.
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between the metal d and the ligand’s π-like NH bonding
orbitals, which is discussed elsewhere.90 As expected, the net
charge on these complexes shifts the orbital energies violently,
up in the anions, down in the cations. So the Zn d orbitals were
at around −3 eV in the dianions and around −25.5 eV in the
dications. We can mitigate the effect by including a counterion
in the calculation, for instance computing [Zn(PH3)4](BF4)2.
This we did for the dication but not for the tetrahalides. The
results, energies and composition of frontier MOs from
Mulliken atomic populations, are shown in Table 2. Of the
tetrahalides, only [ZnF4]

2− is presented here, the other
tetrahalides are in the SI. No imaginary frequencies were
found for this anion in its Td optimized structure, as expected.
[ZnF4]

2− is a known complex, in Ca and Sr salts.91 With the
most electronegative F’s as the ligands, this species seems
unlikely to present us with an example of an inverted ligand
field. Yet it does, surprisingly; the Zn contribution dominates in
the lower t2 (82%) and the F contributes more in the higher
(84%). Although F is way more electronegative than Zn, with
their respective −1 and +2 formal charges, the F− actually has a
higher ligand orbital energy (less electronegative) than the Zn2+

3d, giving the anormalous 2 over 3 d energy order in the
tetrahedral metal center. This anomaly is a good manifestation
of how charge affects electronegativity. Recall also our mention
above of the Ag and F level ordering in KAgF4.

20−23

To think of it in another way, the d orbitals at the end of the
transition series (Cu and Zn) become core-like because of the
increasing effective nuclear charge. Once you consider them as
core orbitals, it is obvious that the ligands’ valence orbitals
should be higher in energy and can impart some bonding
character to the t2 set (i.e., push the metal orbitals down in
energy, inverting the ligand field). The trend in ns, np, and (n
− 1)d level energies with Z is hardly new;92,93 the connection
to ligand field inversion may be. We will return to this
observation below.
For [Zn(PH3)4](BF4)2 we ran into unexpected difficulties

when we optimized its geometry; the Zn(PH3)4 part of the
molecule moved away from tetrahedral geometry as the BF4

−

units coordinated. The effect will be discussed elsewhere; what
is shown in Table 2 is the partitions of critical orbitals for a
hypothetical [Zn(PH3)4](BF4)2 structure. It contains a
tetrahedral [Zn(PH3)4]

2+, and the two BF4
− ions are placed

on the opposite sides of the S4 axis of the tetrahedron (see SI
for the coordinates). The B atoms are 5 Å away from Zn. Since
the Zn 3d orbitals are semicore orbitals, they dominate (96%)
in the lower-lying t2 orbitals. The higher t2 contains only 8% Zn
contribution. One observes a smaller magnitude inverted ligand
field compared to [ZnF4]

2−, as the orbital mixings in
[Zn(PH3)4]

2+ are even milder.
The d10 systems considered are certainly not interesting in

terms of the d-d electron transition. However, the inverting
ligand field has its chance to exhibit itself. For a valence-to-core
transition after a core ionization of [ZnF4]

2−, the bonding
metal-rich t2 orbital will lose an electron, resulting in longer
Zn−F bonds. If it were a normal ligand field, the valence-to-
core transition would deplete an antibonding t2 orbital and
shortens the bonds.
We will return to another Zn complex in time.

3. AlCH3 COMPLEXES, EXAMPLES OF INVERTED
LIGAND FIELDS

Searching for a two-electron donor atom with a low
electronegativity that could facilitate the inverse ligand field

situation, we came across a series of ECR3 ligands, where E is a
group 13 element. Apparently the first reported structure of a
complex with one such ligand is that of [Ni(InC{SiMe3}3)4],

94

which was prepared later with a different degree of solvation.95

Other tetrahedral complexes with Ga and In donors have also
been repor ted : [Ni(GaC{SiMe3}3)4] ,

2 [Pt(GaC-
{SiMe3}3)2(dCype)],

96 and [Pt(InC{SiMe3}3)4].
97 Ligands of

that family are also present in mixed ligand complexes with
octahedral geometry or with higher coordination numbers:
[Mo(Ga{η1-Cp*}) (Ga{η5-Cp*)5],

98 [Mo(GaMe)2(ZnMe)4.
(Zn{η5-Cp*)4],

99 [Ru(InC{SiMe3}3)3Cp*]
+,100 [Rh(GaMe)

(Ga{η5-Cp*)4]
+,101 [Ru(Ga{η1-Cp*})3(Ga{η

5-Cp*)3][Ru(Ga-
{η1-Cp*})4({η

5-Cp*)2],
102 [Rh(In{η1-Cp*}) (In{C5Me5}-

InCp*],103 [Mo(GaMe)4(ZnCp*)4],
98,99 and [Rh(GaMe)

(ZnMe)3(ZnCp*)4].
99 Computational studies on the com-

pounds of general formula [Ni(EMe)4] were reported by Uhl et
al., who showed these ligands to be strong π-acceptors.95

We have carried out a geometry optimization on the
hypothetical complex [Rh(AlMe)4]

+, which could be described
formally as a rhodium(I) compound with neutral two-electron
σ-donor and π-acceptor AlMe ligands. The reason we moved
from the known tetrahedral, formally d10 complexes to a
formally d8 model is that we wanted to set up an analogy to the
[Cu(CF3)4]

− case. The energy minimum presents a slightly
pyramidalized geometry, as shown in Figure 10.

The Mulliken charges in this complex are −0.67 and +0.52
for the Rh and each of the Al atoms, respectively. The analysis
of the molecular orbitals in the planar form is shown in Figure
11. There we can see that the negative charge at the rhodium
atom is just the outcome of the inverse ligand field. Indeed, if
we focus on the b1g MOs (although actually b1 in the optimized
C4v symmetry, we use the D4h symmetry labels for simplicity),
we find an occupied x2-y2 orbital at the bottom of the d-block
(47% x2-y2 contribution), while the empty b1g counterpart is
mostly centered at the Al atoms (18% Rh x2-y2 and 78% Al
contribution). In fact the Rh x2-y2 orbital is so stabilized that it
is distributed among two occupied MOs that mix Rh−Al and
Al−C bonding, adding up to an 80% contribution of the
rhodium d orbital.
A result of the loss of planarity of the molecule is that the xz

and yz orbitals strongly mix with the metal’s px and py, adding
Rh−Al σ character to the corresponding MOs. As a
consequence, there is extensive mixing of three occupied eu
MOs that incorporate xz and yz contributions, together with
Rh−Al bonding and C−Al bonding character. While the
appearance of the x2-y2, xz and yz metal orbitals in two
occupied molecular orbitals each can be easily understood as a
delocalized version of the corresponding C−Al and Al−Rh
bonding orbitals (illustrated schematically in Figure 12, left for
the case of x2-y2), the outward hybridization of the eg couple (xz
and yz) assures significant lone-pair character in these two MOs
(Figure 12, right). Taking into account the four Al atoms and
the two lone pairs, one could describe a trigonal prismatic
coordination geometry around the Rh atom.

Figure 10. Optimized geometry of [Rh(AlMe)4]
+. Color code: Rh,

red; Al, blue; C, black; H, white.
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Both the orbital and the population analyses point to a
description of this complex with an effective oxidation state
Rh(-I) and two positive charges delocalized throughout the
four Al atoms, similarly to what was proposed by Snyder for
[Cu(CF3)4]

−. Note that, in contrast to the copper case, here
the metal atom is no longer square-planar.
It is instructive to compare the MO diagram at left in Figure

11 with that for a “classical” square planar rhodium complex,
that of the [Rh(CO)4]

+ cation (middle of Figure 11), and
notice specifically the very different composition of the bonding
and antibonding versions of the x2-y2 (b1g) orbital. It is also
instructive to compare with the MOs of [Cu(CF3)4]

2−, for
which the singly occupied MO has a small (19%) x2-y2

contribution, but still a little higher than the contribution
from an individual CF3 group (17%). When added up, the four
C atoms carry 67% of the unpaired electron.
The complexities of these fascinating AlMe complexes are

not fully described by this analysis. The potential repulsive
interaction between the filled d-block and the Al donor lone

pairs appears to be mitigated; one needs to analyze the extent
of metal s and p participation. There is substantial Al−Al
interaction, as gaged by an overlap population 2/3 that of the
Al−C bonds. A fragment MO analysis suggests back-donation
from metal xy to an appropriate symmetry in-plane bonding
combination of Al p orbitals.
Will one see the same effect in a six-coordinated homoleptic

complex of AlMe? As a model with a formal d6 electron
configuration we have chosen [Mo(AlMe)6]. Geometry
optimization of such a molecule results in a trigonal prismatic
structure (Figure 13), an unusual stereochemistry for a d6

complex.104 The occupied molecular orbitals with Mo d
contributions appear to be metal centered in the case of the
e″ (xz and yz) and a′1 (z2) orbitals (Figure 14). The e′ set (xy
and x2-y2) appears shared between two occupied MOs, with
intensive mixing into the Al−C π bonding orbitals of the same
symmetry, and their total contributions to the two e′ sets

Figure 11. Idealized representation of the molecular orbitals of [Rh(AlMe)4]
+ with significant participation of the metal d atomic orbitals (left),

compared to the corresponding orbital diagrams for [Rh(CO)4]
+ (center) and [Cu(CF3)4]

2− (right). Ligand centered orbitals in blue, transition
metal centered orbitals in red. The orbital compositions come from a Mulliken population analysis.

Figure 12. (left) Localized and delocalized pictures of Rh−Al−C
bonding in [Rh(AlMe)4]

+; (right) schematic lone pair character in
[Rh(AlMe)4]

+.

Figure 13. Optimized geometry of [Mo(AlMe)6]. Color code: blue,
central Mo and Al; black, C; white, H.
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represent a 57% of d character from each xy and x2-y2.
Moreover, it is seen that the e″ d-MOs have metal−ligand
bonding character and are stabilized below the formally
nonbonding a′1 (z2). The resulting splitting pattern (a′1 > e′
> e″) is therefore inverted from that found in classical trigonal
prismatic complexes (a′1 < e′ < e″).17 Given the composition of
the occupied orbitals, one might formally ascribe a d10 electron
configuration and a formal oxidation state of −4 to the Mo
atom, whose d10 configuration is consistent with the trigonal
prismatic geometry found. The −4 oxidation state, however, is
not supported by the Mulliken atomic charge, which is negative
but much smaller (−0.44). The low negative charge is
undoubtedly tied to strong back bonding from the negatively
charged Mo atom to the strong π-acceptor AlMe.
The structural relationship between [Mo(AlMe)6] and

[Rh(AlMe)4]
+ is intriguing, since the former is trigonal

prismatic and the latter has the structure of a trigonal prism
with two vacant vertices occupied by lone pairs. Replacing two
AlMe ligands in the molybdenum complex by two lone pairs
would take us to an isoelectronic [Pd(AlMe)4], and this
complex optimizes to a tetrahedral structure, consistent with a
d10 electron configuration at the Pd atom. The rhodium
compound has two fewer electrons. The trigonal prismatic
structure of the four Rh−Al bonds and the two lone pairs
(combined with the fact that our calculations point to an
effective d10 configuration for the Rh atom), may indicate that
the two electrons removed on going from [Mo(AlMe)6] to
[Rh(AlMe)4]

+ are taken from the ligands rather than from the
metal. We see here support for the inverse ligand field situation.

4. THE SNYDER CASE RECONSIDERED

4.1. Electronic Structure of [Cu(CF3)4]
n‑ Complexes

We return to the [Cu(CF3)4]
n‑ system for a comprehensive

examination of the geometries and the orbitals. Experimentally,
the situation has changed from the days of Snyder’s
examination of the monoanion,42 as a result of improved
access to the monoanion stemming from the efficient synthesis
of Grushin and co-workers44 and from the clever use of core
spectroscopies to establish the composition of the orbitals from
the Lancaster group.48,105

Only the monoanion, formally Cu(III) if we count all the
CF3 ligands as anionic, is known. However, we calculate as well
the di- and trianion, for their geometries and orbital
compositions are revealing. Throughout this section we refer
to the oxidation state of copper in the traditional way, assuming
all ligands monoionic.
Figure 15 shows the computed equilibrium geometries of the

mono-, di-, and trianion. The monanion is nearly square-planar,
the trianion is tetrahedral, and the dianion in-between. The
shape-measure estimate of the extent of tetrahedricity70,71 is
given below the structure.
In Figure 16 we show the evolution of the important valence

orbitals along the series.
For Cu(II), with a geometry intermediate between square

planar and tetrahedral, the high lying t2-derived orbitals acquire
predominant ligand character, while x2-y2 becomes the lowest
MO of the d block, with metal ligand bonding character. Thus,
there is an inverse ligand field already in the Cu(II) complex
but not in the Cu(I) analogue.

Figure 14. Relevant molecular orbitals of trigonal prismatic [Mo(AlMe)6] (left) and tetrahedral [Pd(AlMe)4] (right). Metal d orbitals in red; Al
orbitals in blue.
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To try to ascertain the relative importance of the copper
oxidation state and of the coordination geometry on the
inversion of the ligand field in the “Cu(II)″ and “Cu(III)″
cases, we have analyzed the MOs of the three [Cu(CF3)4]

n‑

anions at the geometry optimized for the intermediate
oxidation state (see SI). In the Cu(I) complex, even if the
geometry is intermediate between square planar and tetrahe-
dral, the MO diagram corresponds to an inverse square planar

ligand field, in contrast with the normal tetrahedral ligand field
the anion has in its optimized geometry (Figure 16, right). This
indicates that not only the metal oxidation state but also the
geometry has an influence on ligand field inversion. For the
Cu(III) complex, however, only minor changes in the MO
diagram are observed between the optimized square planar and
the constrained intermediate geometry.
Finally, we would like to mention that the predominantly

ligand character of the frontier orbitals of these systems had
been hinted at, but not explicitly stated, in previous calculations
of reductive eliminations from Au(CH3)3 and [Au-
(CH3)4]

−.106,107

4.2. Walsh Diagram for Square Planar to Tetrahedral
Distortion in [Cu(CF3)4]

2−

Consider a Walsh diagram, relating square planar and
tetrahedral geometries through a D2d pathway (Figure 17).
Naturally, the composition of the molecular orbitals of the
system varies with the total charge on the system. In the
interests of simplicity we chose for detailed examination the
radical dianion, which actually adopts an intermediate geometry
along this deformation trajectory.
The red and blue symbols in Figure 17 label the predominant

character (metal vs 4 ligands together) at every point in the
Walsh diagram. The actual composition of all of the orbitals in

Figure 15. Optimized geometries for the anionic complexes (from left
to right) [Cu(CF3)4]

−, [Cu(CF3)4]
2−, and [Cu(CF3)4]

3−. The
tetrahedricity value given under each structure is the generalized
coordinate along the square planar to tetrahedron distortion pathway
(expressed as a percentage).

Figure 16. Valence orbitals of [Cu(CF3)4]
n‑ in their equilibrium geometries. For the tetrahedral trianion, the orbitals are labeled both in Td and in

the reduced D2d symmetry. The anion is close to square-planar, so D4h labels are used. The absolute energies of the levels would, of course, go up
with energy with increasing negative charge on the molecule; in the diagram they are relative to that of the xy orbital for each complex. The specified
orbital composition is from a Mulliken population analysis; somewhat different values are obtained from NAO calculations.
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the diagram is given in the SI; in Figure 18 below we show the
relevant information for only one, the b2 SOMO of the dianion.

The computational observations are clear:
1. The predominantly metal levels are below the predom-

inantly ligand ones; the situation is right for an inversion of the
ligand field. This clearly occurs, and governs the composition of
the orbitals.

2. The mainly ligand orbitals vary in energy somewhat more
than the mainly 3d ones. However, this (higher-lying valence
orbitals varying more) is typical of molecules in general.
3. The geometrical preference is set by the higher, mainly

ligand orbitals. If the 2b2 SOMO of [Cu(CF3)4]
2− is vacated

(Figure 17), it is clear that there will be a trend toward square
planarity.
4. The 2b2 SOMO of [Cu(CF3)4]

2− has mostly ligand
character, mixed with a significant contribution from x2-y2 in
the square planar conformation, while a comparable amount of
Cu 4p hybridization is incorporated as the anion is distorted
toward a tetrahedron (Figure 18).
The question remains: What is being oxidized in [Cu-

(CF3)4]
−: the metal or the ligands?

4.3. Consequences, in Charge Distribution, Geometry, and
Reactivity

There is no problem with one ligand in [Cu(CF3)4]
− being

formally CF3
+, the others CF3

− (or for that matter two being
CF3

•), and yet approximate 4-fold symmetry maintained;
considerations of resonance in benzene or ozone have long
taught us not to get hung up on this. A question remains, or
rather two: Can we see the effects of such an electron
assignment, even as we recognize it as a formality, in the charge
distribution or the geometry, and what are the thermochemical,
structural, and reactivity consequences of having an oxidized
ligand?

4.3.1. Electron Distribution. On the first point, with
cognizance of the ambiguity of any electron partitioning, we
give in Table 3 the division of the electron density (measured

by natural population analysis)108,109 between Cu and the four
CF3 ligands in the equilibrium geometries of two anions. The
Cu in the monoanion is positive, and the charge on each CF3 is
down from −1. As one moves to the trianion, approximately
one electron goes to the ligands and one to the copper.
However, we do not judge the electron distribution analysis to
provide definitive evidence for ligand oxidation in [Cu-
(CF3)4]

−.
In the SI we provide a detailed comparative analysis with

[Cu(CH3)4]
−, 3‑.

4.3.2. Ligand Geometry. The computed geometries for
CF3

+ through the radical to CF3
− are shown in Figure 19

below.110,111 We have also put in an optimization of an unreal
CF3

−0.5, which represents the average charge level for
(CF3

−)3(CF3
+). The trend is as expected; the more negative

the CF3, the more pyramidal the species and the longer the CF
bonds.
As we saw in Figure 15, the optimized C−F distance in SP-

[Cu(CF3)4]
− is 1.37 Å; in Td-[Cu(CF3)4]

3− it is 1.44 Å; the C−
F−C angles are 105 and 100° in the two ions, respectively. The
correspondence with expectations for (CF3

−)3(CF3
+) and

(CF3
−)4 is striking.

4.3.3. What is Being Oxidized? In Grushin’s preparation
of [Cu(CF3)4]

−, O2 in the air performs a 2e− oxidation at some
point after the addition of the CF3

− anions, released from

Figure 17. Walsh diagram, computed for [Cu(CF3)4]
2− along the path

from square-planar to tetrahedral. The horizontal coordinate is a
measure of tetrahedricity, increasing to the right. The Cu−C and C−F
bond distances were optimized at each point along the path. D2d
symmetry labels are used, even as the actual symmetry may be lower
(as the splittings of the e levels near the tetrahedral extreme show).
SOMO = singly occupied molecular orbital.

Figure 18. Changes in the atomic orbital contributions to the 2b2
SOMO of [Cu(CF3)4]

2− as it is distorted from square planar to
tetrahedral.

Table 3. Natural Atomic (Group) Charges in [Cu(CF3)4]
Anion and Trianion

[Cu(CF3)4]
− [Cu(CF3)4]

3−

Cu 0.74 −0.27
CF3 −0.44 −0.68
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Me3SiCF3, to the linear complex [Cu(CF3)2]
− or its metastable

precursor, Cu(CF3). We have simulated the thermochemical
aspects of this oxidation, but for another oxidant, I2.

112 The
results of the B3LYP calculations with the PCM model of the
solvent CH2Cl2, used to screen the charges, are summarized in
Table 4. We assumed as the redox precursor of SP-
[Cu(CF3)4]

−, the tetrahedral complex Td-[Cu(CF3)4]
3−.

The large free energy change (ΔG = −91 kcal mol−1) in
iodine oxidation (eq 1 of Table 4) is consistent with the known
high stability of the product, but does not tell us whether the
two removed electrons belong to the metal or the ensemble of
the ligands. In this respect, the related pair of zinc complexes
Td-[Zn(CH3)4]

2− and SP-[Zn(CH3)4] is highly informative.
The CH3 ligands were used for two reasons: the Td X-ray
crystal structure of the dianion is known113 and also the CF3
equivalent, which would be strictly isoelectronic with the Cu
complexes, does not optimize in our calculations in the
tetrahedral form. Below we discuss the (significant) difference
between CH3 and CF3 ligands for both Cu and Zn.
Why study the Zn complex? While one could imagine in the

cuprate case oxidation at the metal, one is unlikely to
countenance that for [Zn(CH3)4]

2− going to [Zn(CH3)4] −
Zn(IV) is unlikely. As Table 4 shows, the different ligands
(CH3 vs CF3) do not dramatically affect the redox energy
trends, since the oxidation of Td-[Zn(CH3)4]

2− with I2 (eq 2) is
slightly less exergonic than that of the corresponding Cu one
(−84 vs −91 kcal mol−1). Moreover, the geometry of the
unknown SP-[Zn(CH3)4] species is very similar to the SP-
[Cu(CH3)4]

− one. Thus, the comparison between the Zn and
Cu systems corroborates the feasibility of the ligand centered
2e− oxidation.
Equations 3 and 4 address the energetics of CF3

− oxidation
with I2. The isolated CF3

+ unit seems disfavored by the positive

ΔG of +22 kcal mol−1, but then oxidation is more than
compensated by an assisting base such as I− to form the
product CF3I (ΔG = −67 kcal mol−1). This reaction is feasible;
it is worth mentioning that the I2 addition to a carboanion of
the type R−Li+ is a known synthetic strategy to obtain iodo-
compounds.114 The electron transfer involved has been
recently illustrated to go through a dynamic halogen bonding
adduct.115

Another strategy was adopted to explore the nature of the
electrons removed by the oxidant in eq 1 with formation of SP-
[Cu(CF3)4]

−. The idea was to take the set of ligands alone,
viewed as monoanionic CF3

− bases, and compare their
oxidation to that of the molecules formed with a centering
Cu atom. In implementing this approach, we could only
calculate the single-point electronic energies (E) of the pure
ligand assemblies Td-(CF3)4

4−, SP-(CF3)4
4−, and SP-(CF3)4

2−

in the geometry they have in the optimized cuprate complexes
Td-[Cu(CF3)4]

3− and SP-[Cu(CF3)4]
−. Expectedly, the Td →

SP rearrangement of four CF3
− anions alone (eq 5 in Table 4)

was found to have a large electronic energy cost (ΔE = +109
kcal mol−1). This is consistent with either a pure electrostatic
argument, or with an orbital one, the Pauli repulsion between
the in-pointing σ lone pairs of the CF3

− anions.
Square-planar (CF3)4

4− has a very high-lying, and populated,
b1g (D4h symmetry label, real symmetry slightly lower)
molecular orbital. We will show it soon. So it is not surprising
that the removal with I2 of 2e− to give SP-(CF3)4

2− is
dramatically favored (ΔE = −221 kcal mol−1 for eq 6 in Table
4). Combining eqs 5 and 6, we get a ligand only oxidation, Td-
(CF3)4

4− + I2 → SP-(CF3)4
4− + 2I−, whose ΔE of −111 kcal/

mol−1 roughly compares with that for the oxidation of the
complex Td-[Cu(CF3)4]

3− (ΔE = −97 kcal/mol−1 in eq 1).
The somewhat different estimates are due to the uncertainty of
unoptimized ligand-only species, but the overall result confirms
that the 2e− oxidation of the complex is essentially ligand-
centered.
There are some further implications of the ligand-only

perspective, now on potential ligand−ligand C−C bonding in
SP-[Cu(CF3)4]

− (related to Al−Al bonding in the complexes
we explored earlier). Consider the partial interaction diagram
for formation of the complex, Figure 20. Vacation of the high-
lying b1g actually affords some delocalized C4 bonding. This is
supported by the computed positive C−C Wiberg indices
(+0.19) for SP-(CF3)4

2−, in spite of the rather large C···C
distances of 2.85 Å. Hence, the dashed lines drawn between the
adjacent C atoms.116

By inserting the central metal atom (left side of Figure 19),
three C → Cu dative bonds involve the s, px, and py acceptor
orbitals, as previously illustrated also in Figures 7 and 12. The
C−C bond index decreases (relative to the ligand only six-
electron system) due to some π-backdonation from x2-y2 into
the antibonding b1g level, but the value does not vanish (it
moves from 0.19 to 0.04). The residual C4 bonding is very weak
in SP-[Cu(CF3)4]

− but stronger in the electronically

Figure 19. Calculated optimum geometries for CF3 ligands with a variable charge.

Table 4. Thermochemical Data for Selected Reactions
Related to [Cu(CF3)4]

−a

eq reaction
ΔG/ΔE

(kcal mol−1)

1 Td-[Cu(CF3)4]
3− + I2 → SP-[Cu(CF3)4]

− + 2I− −91/−97
2 Td-[Zn(CH3)4]

2− + I2 → SP-[Zn(CH3)4] + 2I− −84/−90
3 CF3

− + I2 → CF3
+ + 2I− +22/+24

4 CF3
+ + I− → CF3I −67/−74

5 Td-(CF3)4
4− → SP-(CF3)4

4− n.a./+109
6 SP-(CF3)4

4− + I2 → SP-(CF3)4
2− + 2I− n.a./−221

7 SP-[Cu(CF3)4]
− → TP-[Cu(CF3)3]

2− + CF3
+ +90/+111

8 SP-[Cu(CF3)4]
− + PH3 → [Cu(CF3)3]

2− +
[H3PCF3]

+
+47/+54

9 SP-[Cu(CF3)4]
− + F− → TP-[Cu(CF3)3]

2− + CF4 −29/−18
aThe energy values, obtained from DFT/B3LYP calculations by using
the CPCM CH2Cl2 solvent model, are given as both free energies ΔG
(when available from full optimization) and electronic energies ΔE.
Geometry labels: SP is square planar, Td is tetrahedral, and TP is
trigonal pyramidal.
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comparable [Rh(AlMe)4]
+ species, since the Al−Al overlap

populations at the Al4 ring are +0.155. This, probably, is a result
of the more diffused Al σ hybrids vs the corresponding C ones.
The picture of primarily ligand-centered oxidation and Cu-

back-donation in [Cu(CF3)4]
− is consistent with the calculated

atomic charges, the trend of structural changes, and the
thermochemistry of oxidation in the trianion-to-monoanion
conversion.
4.3.4. Electrophilic Reactivity of a CF3 Ligand. We

examine explicitly the thermochemistry of removal of one CF3,
as a Lewis acid, which according to eq 7 of Table 4 is very much
uphill energetically (ΔG = +90 kcal mol−1). On the other hand,
it is likely that a strong Lewis base favorably assists the CF3

+

extraction. First, we tried with the simplest phosphine, PH3, but
the reaction between [Cu(CF3)4]

− and PH3 to give the
phosphonium cation [H3PCF3]

+ and the trigonal planar
complex [Cu(CF3)3]

2−117 is quite endergonic (+47 kcal
mol−1 for eq 8 in Table 4). Shifting of the equilibrium to the
right side of the reaction is difficult; we nevertheless
investigated the reaction, now assuming an SN2 mechanism.
The latter, which is often associated with organocuprate
chemistry, has been addressed also by other theoreticians.118,119

The transition state calculated is shown in Figure 21a, but the
barrier of +79 kcal mol−1 argues against the phosphine as an
efficient CF3

+ extractor.

Fluoride anions are possible alternatives, as these allow the
formation of a new C−F bond, which is the strongest known in
organic chemistry. In particular, the formation energy of such
bonds is maximized (ΔG = −123 kcal mol−1) in the presence of
other F atoms, as is the case of tetrafluoromethane,120 which is
also a product in eq 9 in Table 4. Indeed, the CF3

+ extraction is
now significantly exergonic (ΔG = −29 kcal mol−1), although
the optimized SN2 transition state [Cu(CF3)4F]TS

2− of Figure
21b still corresponds to a barrier of +56 kcal mol−1. Even if the
latter potentially requires drastic thermal conditions to be
observed, we are not deterred; computational attempts to lower
this reaction barrier, with different substituents, are in progress.
We think there is an acid reaction chemistry waiting to be

explored for these unusual complexes, and for other inverted
ligand field situations as well.

5. OXIDATION STATE WARS?
The experimental work of Lancaster et al.48 establishes for
[Cu(CF3)4]

− quite complete occupation of all five 3d orbitals.
With full cognizance of the ambiguity inherent in any definition
of oxidation state, two of the authors of this paper (R.H. and
C.M.) prefer to think of the monoanion as having copper in
oxidation state I. Two other authors (S.A. and A.F.) see the
copper as Cu(III). Let us call the remaining authors neutral.
There is nothing wrong with coauthors of a paper

disagreeing with each other. While uncommon, with such
disagreement typically suppressed in the hierarchical nature of
the way that papers get written, in some way this disagreement
is a reflection of the creative scrambling for understanding that
science at the frontiers represents.
We’re friends, so let us see if we can make clearer some of the

middle ground between the two views.
The Cu(I) side (to use a football metaphor) of the argument

would seem at first glance to be faced with a problem: the
characteristic stereochemical signature of a d10 system, namely
tetrahedricity (as for [Ni(CO)4] or [Zn(NH3)4]

2+) is absent.
The monoanion is near square-planar. While there are a
number of square-planar d10 complexes, mainly Ag(I),121 but a
few Cu(I),122,123 the majority of such structures follows the
tetrahedral paradigm.124 The concern that leads that side astray
is a phantom; [Cu(CF3)4]

− is not an 18-electron molecule but
a 16-electron one. In [Ni(CO)4] or [Zn(NH3)4]

2+ one has ten
electrons from the metal and 4 × 2 from the Lewis base ligands.
In [Cu(CF3)4]

−, viewed as Cu(I), one has 10 electrons from
the metal, and only 6 from the ligands, precisely as Snyder
suggested.125

The orbital compositions of Figure 6, though for the dianion,
clearly support this view; there are 3 primarily ligand MOs and
5 primarily metal d. The Cu(I) side argues that the orbitals of
[Cu(CF3)4]

− in their composition resemble less those of a d8

square-planar transition metal complex than they do a main
group EL4 system with six valence electrons on top of a low-
lying filled d-block, say GaMe4

+, formally valence-isoelectronic
with [Cu(CF3)4]

−. The details of the analogy are traced in the
SI.
The Cu(III) side argues that a complex with an inverse

ligand field is expected to show the same geometrical
preferences than those with normal ligand fields, dependent
on the effective number of valence electrons and on the σ and π
donor characteristics of the ligands.126 The preferred stereo-
chemistry for a given complex is the one that minimizes the
energy of the occupied valence molecular orbitals or,
equivalently, the one that maximizes the metal−ligand overlap

Figure 20. Diagram for the interaction between a naked Cu+ ion (left
side) and the SP-(CF3)4

2− assembly seen as a C4 ring. The orbital
labels are for D4h symmetry; the symmetry of the complex, of course, is
slightly lower.

Figure 21. Optimized structure of transition states on the SN2
pathways: (a) [Cu(CF3)4PH3]TS

− and (b) [Cu(CF3)4F]TS
2−.
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in those MOs. Then, the geometry dependence of the overlap
should remain similar as we fine-tune the ligand field and move
from a larger contribution of a metal d orbital to a larger
contribution of the ligand donor orbitals. In other words, the
geometry-dependence of the overlap for an MO with 60% d-
orbital and 40% ligand contribution is roughly the same as for a
40% metal and 60% ligand contribution.
Since the cases in which one can obtain an inverse ligand

field are rather limited, the Cu(III) side contends that assigning
a formal oxidation state in the classical way (i.e., counting each
ligand as a two electron donor) offers a general framework for
comparing and understanding the geometries of the coordina-
tion spheres. So the [Cu(CF3)4]

n‑ complexes could be
considered to correspond to formal oxidation states Cu(III)
(n = 1), Cu(II) (n = 2), and Cu(I) (n = 3). Even if in the
former case there is spectroscopic and computational evidence
for a d10 configuration, its bonding and stereochemistry are as
expected for a formal oxidation state of +3 (i.e., a d8

configuration), with a square planar geometry and short Cu−
C bond distances (2.01 and 1.96 Å calculated and
experimental). Unsurprisingly, the formally Cu(I) and Cu(II)
complexes present tetrahedral and intermediate geometries,
respectively, as expected for d10 and d9 electron configurations.
Also the Cu−C bond distances experience the expected
lengthening as the oxidation state decreases (Figure 15).
Finally, since the trianion is clearly a Cu(I) complex, if we
assign the Cu(I) oxidation state to the monoanion, the
assignment of an oxidation state to the dianion becomes
problematic.
Both sides agree that in the end, independent of the metal

oxidation state, the geometry of the system is governed by the
total number of available electrons (16 or 17 or 18), even as the
subdivision of the electrons may differ depending on the
properties of the metal and the ligands.
Returning to orbital compositions, both sides in the

argument agree that inorganic chemists better get used to the
idea that even if a simplistic oxidation state line of reasoning
would lead you to think a certain orbital should be relatively
empty (x2-y2 in a 16-electron complex), it may in fact be
substantially populated. That holds whether you have a normal
or inverted ligand field, but certainly this is true in abundance
for the inverted field case.
Jim Snyder deserves full credit for making us aware of this.
Our clever colleagues are certain to come up with foolproof

experimental or theoretical measures of oxidation state, which
(they will say) will banish our vacillations to the dustbin of
history. Why do we have the feeling that chemists will stay with
the productive ambiguity we explore?

6. TRANSITION METAL TO MAIN GROUP CHEMISTRY

Molecules do what comes naturally; it is we who, in our
struggle to understand them, pigeonhole them into rigid
categories and eventually run into trouble. The bonding in
transition metal vs main group compounds is an example in
point. For instance, if we are asked to decide whether a
hypothetical [Ni(CH3)4]

4− were tetrahedral or square planar,
we might build a typical picture of d-block orbitals of Ni(0)
interacting with four methyl anion Lewis bases, and draw a
mainly d-orbital-based Walsh diagram to reach the conclusion
that it should be tetrahedral. If asked to do a bonding analysis
for Ge(CH3)4, we would not worry at all about the core-like 3d
orbitals but build a Walsh diagram based on the angular

proclivities of the four filled MOs formed pretty much
covalently from Ge 4s and 4p, and CH3 orbitals.

127

However, [As(CH3)4]
+, Ge(CH3)4, [Ga(CH3)4]

−, [Zn-
(CH3)4]

2−, [Cu(CH3)4]
3−, and [Ni(CH3)4]

4−, and for that
matter the very hypothetical [Co(CH3)4]

5− and [Fe(CH3)4]
6−,

are strictly isoelectronic. Or, if we wanted to stay with all
experimental structures, so is the series from AsH4

+ through
CoH4

5−.128−130 There must be a continuum of bonding in
these molecules, influenced in part by the charge on the overall
anion (screened, to be sure, by countercations), and the
evolution in energy and ability to overlap of the underlying
atomic levels. The 3d core clearly sinks in energy as one moves
to the right in the periodic table. It is not just the metal that
influences the bonding; the donor abilities of ligands make a
difference.
A reviewer of our paper has aptly summarized the mind-set at

work in our community by writing “In the last 50 years we have
slowly discovered that ligands are not as innocent as Werner
originally proposed...The idea that transition metals may be as
non-innocent has not received the same currency as that given
to non-innocent ligands”. The reviewer pointed us to some
references early on in the development of coordination and
organometallic chemistry that worry explicitly about the relative
energies and wave functions as one moves across the right side
of the transition series and into the main groups.92

On innocence: the reviewer points appropriately to the
growing realization, good for chemistry, of the noninnocence of
some ligand−metal combinations. The classic cases−dithio-
lenes, bipyridyls, and porphyrins−involve the π MOs of the
ligands.131,132 The cases we have traced around [Cu(CF3)4]

−

and that led us to this general problem (see section 1.4) can be
termed instances of σ-noninnocence. We have a feeling they are
more common than one imagines.
The question remains: When in our considerations of

bonding in this series do we switch from transition metal
thinking, focusing on 3d levels, to main group thinking,
focusing on 4s and 4p? It has to be around Cu and Zn, and we
have trouble, given our dichotomizing ways, of making this
switch. We think that our discussion of [Cu(CF3)4]

− in
particular, and inverted ligand fields in general, has helped us
bring this problem out in the open.
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